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We might have the meal plan of Pho Bowl from Dallas in the photos. A menu can be found further down. Are you
currently at Pho Bowl or planning a visit? Help us by uploading a photo of the menu here. What User likes about

Pho Bowl:
I'm a foodie person, trying food whatever I go, I decided to give a chance to this place. I'm gonna give 3 stars to
the drink Thai tea, as you can see in the picture, the cup is 12 oz and I had 8 oz of liquid. I told to the guy says...

that's a size of acup. The taste of the pho rare beef 5stars, presentation 4 stars because they didn't gave the
bean sprout separately, I'm ratherto put everything in my soup. Vermicel... read more. The restaurant is

accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about
Pho Bowl:

This a pho spot located in Deep Ellum. They have a vast menu outside of pho, too. It?s not bad, but it?s
definitely just ?okay?. I ordered the chicken shrimp pho (there was very little seasoning on the chicken or within

the broth), and cheesewontons (there?s were so crisp and creamy). My friend ordered the pad tai and spring
rolls (loved the spring rolls, I?ve not ahuge fan of pad thai). One thing, I can say us, the... read more. Fresh

mint, fine salad, sprouts and a few drops of lime combined with rice noodles and meat - all of this can be
found not only during your vacation in Vietnam on the plate, but also when visiting the local Pho Bowl in Dallas,
Furthermore, the visitors love the creative combination of different menus with new and partially experimental

ingredients - a nice example of successful Asian Fusion. Even the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine is very popular
among visitors, By availing of the catering service from Pho Bowl in Dallas, the meals can be ordered on-site or

at the festival.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

So� drink�
ICE TEA

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

�a� dishe�
PAD THAI

Te�/Koffe�/Mil�
MILK TEA

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Beverage�
THAI TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

EGG

BROCCOLI

MILK

ONION

CHEESE

BEEF

CARROTS

CHICKEN
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